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How to Write Effective Business-to-Business Magazine Advertising
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SUMMARY Advertisement is not required reading. You, as a marcom, must pack your business-to-business ad to attract, inform and persuade your audience. If your ad does not fill its marcom objectives it will join the ever growing pile of other marcom messages that go unnoticed by readers everyday. Advertising is the most costly and necessary expense of any business. Without it a business has little chance of surviving. With it a business can still fail—if the advertisement is done poorly.



INTRODUCTION Business-to-business advertising is a process where one business markets its product or service to another business. Business-to-business firms deal with business customers rather than individual customers for one of three major reasons: “(a) to use the product in the manufacture of other products, […] (b) to use the products to manufacture other products or to offer services […] or (c) to use the products in the course of running a business.”1 Business-to-business marketers use advertising for a variety of reasons. A consistent advertising presence ensures that the supplier’s name is kept at “the forefront of the customer’s memory and signifies against potential competitors.”2 Business-tobusiness advertising is also used to help generate new customers. A new firm looking for a new supplier might start off by looking through advertisements, and use the information found in ads to compare the supplier’s offerings to those of their current supplier. Lastly 1



John Jones, The Advertising Business (London: Sage Publications, 1999), 453.



2



John , 455.
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business-to-business advertisement can act as a presale, generating name recognition, and creating awareness for the supplier company and its products. Business-to-business advertisers rely heavily on the use of magazine advertising, partially focusing on trade publications—“tightly targeted magazines that serve particular industries or, more offen, specialized segments of given industries3” Trade publication offers controlled circulation to a targeted audience which results in little wasted circulation. In 1994, Business-to-business advertisers spent more than $5 billion on trade publication advertising.4 In order for a supplier’s ad to stand out to their targeted audience it must be, among other things, concise, compelling and visually appealing. It takes a lot of thought, care, and creativity to produce an effective ad. “Advertising must achieve what a good salesperson achieves—that is, sales [the] result in advertising that will command attention, but never be offensive. It will be reasonable, but never dull. It will be original, but never self-conscious. It will be imaginative, but never misleading. Because of all these qualities, it will make people act.”5



BUILDING THE PERFECT AD Create an Image You should first create and maintain a corporate “personality” that can be 3



John, 457.



4



John, 457.



5



Sandra Harner and Tom Zimmerman, Technical Marketing Communication (New



York: Longman, 2002), 120.
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recognized in every ad, thus reinforcing the “image you want accepted and held by your current and prospective customers.”6 Your product is not only what it is, but what the buyer thinks it is.



Grab Your Reader’s Attention Typically, you only have a second, maybe two, to attract your reader’s attention. If your ad isn’t visually appealing, or if it seems to be too busy, it will be a challenge few readers will be willing to take. “To break through the clutter, an ad should attract readers with a clean, organized look and, ideally, with a captivating headline, attention getting graphics, and easily read copy blocks”7



Offer Instant Relevance to Your Target Audience You may have a great headline and an eye-catching graphic to draw attention, but it won’t hold that attention unless your reader quickly decides that, “This message is clearly related to my particular business interests.”8 Ads should not be for everybody, because your product may not be for everybody. Make your ad grab appropriate attention from people who are most likely to be interested in what you have to offer.9



Immediately Answer “What’s In It for Me” 6



Target Studios, “Ten Ways to Recognize a Good Ad.” (San Jose: Target Studios, 2000).



7



Target Studios.



8



Target Studios.
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Vitale, 13.
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In the age of skepticism the reader (and possibly perspective buyer) will immediately want to know not “What will it do?”, but “What will it do for me?” You need to first announce the benefit your reader can take to their company by using your product. You need to state your benefits first, “benefits are more emotional than features.”10 Your company’s benefits can outsell your features to the reader. Your goal is to make the reader desire, want, and drool over what your product has to offer them. You want your ad to excite people and “arouse their interest, their curiosity and their desires.”11



Identify Your Point Your ad should only have one major message that should be embedded into your reader’s mind. In a single ad, don’t try to tell everything there is to know about your product or your company. You should clearly make your point and sign off—it’s as simple as that.



Present a Persuasive Argument “Claims of superior performance, dependability, cost-effectiveness and the like are part of virtually every business-to-business ad.”12 However, these claims can mean 10



Herschell Lewis, On the Art of Writing Copy ( New York: AMA Publications, 2000),



351. 11



Joe Vitale, AMA Complete Guide to Small Business Advertising. (Chicago: NTC



Business Books, 1995), 13. 12



Target Studios.
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nothing without credible support. In a successful ad you need to make your claim and your promise and back it up. Summarize your facts and what they mean in terms of benefits to your reader. People can be very skeptical so you need to “use testimonials from satisfied customers, show the product in an illustration, and/or offer a strong guarantee.”13



Ads Are Not For Entertainment Ads have a purpose—to sell a product, idea or company. Ads are not to be used for entertainment. Use of creativity must not mask the ads practical business objectives. Because of this “an ad’s graphics should reinforce the headline copy, and not the other way around.”14



Stay Clear of Meaningless Jargon Computer programmers, engineers, managers and CEOs all have their own jargon, but they are all human. Writing is merely conversation on paper. Ad copy should “resemble how one reasonably educated person would talk to another reasonably educated person.”15 Do not try to over do your ad, or make it sound “smart” by adding meaningless jargon. If you use meaningless jargon your targeted readers will not get past the headline in your ad, and will not think of your company as a credible one.



13



Vitale, 12.



14



Target Studios.
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Target Studios.
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Beware of Humor Humor can be one of the most dangerous forms of advertising you can try. You probably want your business and its offerings to be taken seriously. Not everyone has the same sense of humor, and it is best used with discretion. People may laugh or grin at your humorous ad, but they typically do not buy as a result of humor. If you do decide to use humor follow these restrictions: 1. It must not get in the way of the message. 2. It must be functional to the sale of the product. 3. It must help to make sales points, not obscure them. 4. It must be compatible with the nature of the product.16



Leave Your Readers With a “Call to Action” So you grabbed your reader’s attention, pulled them in, applied your message to their needs. Now what? There is more to what you can offer them than a eye-appealing ad. What do you want the reader to do next? Do you want them to call, visit, or buy? Tell the reader what to do—so include additional information via phone number (which is usually toll-free), fax number, E-mail address, or website.17 If the reader is somewhat interested they can also use this information to find out more about your product, company or its offerings.



STYLE 16



Hank Seiden, Advertising Pure and Simple (New York: AMACOM, 1990), 230.



17



Jones, 460.
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Now you have an idea of what you need to do to get your reader’s attention and sell your ad. But how do you do it?



Pictures and Illustrations Studies prove that we think in pictures. Describe your product with vivid detail. Tell the reader what they will see, feel, hear and taste when they use your product. The best way to get an image of your product in your reader’s head is to show a picture or illustration. People tend to read top to bottom. Put the illustration or picture on top of the ad and the reader will want to look under it and read the ad. One big picture or illustration works better than several small ones. If you need to use more than one picture or illustration only use a few smaller ones. Too many pictures or illustrations can confuse people, hurt their eyes and make them want to avoid attention to your ad.18 Always put a caption under your picture or illustration—it is common practice and people expect it, because of this the caption can be an advertisement itself.19 You photo or illustration needs to generate a curiosity that will make people want to stop and read your ad. Pictures are trusted more than illustrations. “People feel pictures are actual representations of what was shot. However, illustrations work better when



18



Vitale, 48.



19



Kenneth Roman and Jane Maas, How to Advertise: A Professional Guide for the



Advertiser. What Works. What Doesn’t. And Why (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1976), 34.
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trying to show details.”20 If you can, use a photo instead of an illustration. Strive to have someone in your ad doing something. People are interested in people like them, not a crowd of people. Readers will also follow the eyes of the people in your ads. Have your photos lead into the ad, if a photo is “looking” off the page, so will your readers.21



Headlines The headline should tell the story and flag your targeted audience. Avoid headlines that tell the reader nothing about your product.22 Your headline should offer, or promise, something the reader is looking for. Headlines can be long or short. As long as you use your headline to get attention to your targeted audience, arouse curiosity, and encourage them to read your ad, you can make it any length. You do not want to waste words, but on the same hand you shouldn’t feel limited23 Because people read captions, place your headline under the photo or illustration. If you must run you headline above your picture or illustration, still run a caption underneath.



Ad Copy Your headline and illustration will hook your reader in, but the words in your ad make them want to buy it. Don’t be afraid of long copy. Readers who go past your 20



Vitale, 48.



21



Vitale, 49.



22



Roman, 32.



23



Vitale, 35.
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picture and headline are prospects for your product or service. “Consider long copy if you have a complex story to tell, many different product points to make, or an expensive product or service to sell.”24 There are five ways to make your ad copy more inviting: 1. Use of bullets 2. Use of quotes 3. Use little paragraphs 4. Use boxes 5. Use handwritten notes. Bullets can be used to list ideas or key points. This will help the reader pick out what is important in a quick and easy to read way. Readers love quotes. If you put something in quotes they will read it before they read anything else. This is because people are interested in people. Break up your ad copy into one or two lines each. Stagger their length so they do not become predictable. People read what you put in boxes. So use boxes to highlight key points. Use handwritten notes to add visual style and make something stand out.25 To generate powerful ad copy you need to be specific, clear, enthusiastic, complete and helpful. Details create credibility. Flowery writing has no place in businessto-business writing. You need to say what you have to say as quickly and clearly as possible. While doing this, leave no room for doubt. To do this, imagine all the questions your reader may have and answer them. If you leave something off your ad, the reader 24



Roman, 35.



25



Vitale, 60-64.
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will not call and ask for clarity. Don’t be afraid to write a lot of copy. People will read your long ad, if they are interested in what you have to offer. The only crime in writing a long ad copy is making it boring. Get your self excited about what your company has to offer and let it show through in your ad. “For example, a software program to help you think through projects can be called ‘New Software’ or ’Eye-Opening Breakthrough Software that Feels Alive!’”26 Finally you need to be helpful, make your ad copy easy to read using short sentences, short words, and short paragraphs. Make your copy visually attractive and easy to buy by giving all the ordering or contact information.27 Other ways to generate powerful ad copy you need to tell a story, ask and answer questions, talk about what people get (the end results), follow your headline and/or give the news. Describe a story of a satisfied customer who used your product or services. In order to successfully generate powerful ad copy, jump right to the action in the story. Don’t bore your reader with useless detail leading up to the action. Interview format can be very persuasive and easy to write. This is the best way to ask questions your reader may have and answer them. You also need to focus on the end result. People do not care about the specifications or boring details. You need to paint a picture in the readers’ mind of what they will get from using your product or services. Your headline is what steered your targeted audience into your ad—so follow it. If your headline is a question, your ad copy should answer that question. If your headline is a statement, your ad copy should support the statement and so on.28 And finally give the reader something they did not 26



Vitale, 66.



27



Vitale, 66.



28



Vitale, 68.
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know. Give them the news, the information about your established product or service. This information “establishes you as the expert person to call.”29



Magic Words to Use There are certain words you can use “which push positive emotional buttons in people” As much as you can, use these words in your copy:30 Announcing



Astonishing



Breakthrough



Exciting



Exclusive



Fantastic



Fascinating



First



Free



Guaranteed



How To



Incredible



Initial



Improved



Introducing



Limited Offer



Love



New



Revealing



Revolutionary



Super



Time-Sensitive



Wonderful



It is also important to remember that if you just throw these words into your copy, you will be appearing to ad fluff to your ad. You have to be precise and to the point to be believable.31



Type There are hundreds of fonts to choose from. Headlines work best in sans serif, while ad copy reads best in serif. Good text does not call attention to itself, “the reader



29



Vitale, 68.



30



Vitale, 64.



31



Vitale, 64.
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should not be aware of the type, but of the message.”32 Never put anything in all caps, it makes it hard for the reader to read.33 You can use reverse type for your headline but do not use it for the rest of your ad. Too much reverse type is too hard for people to read, but using it in a headline will attract more attention 34



Do You Have a Successful Ad? The best way to learn how to write effect business-to-business magazine advertisements is to read successful copy. Find ads that have worked and study them. It is the advertisement education you can get. Make sure you study ads that have been proven to work, not just ads you think are successful. Many of these principals stated in this paper are not set in stone—some may work for your ad, others may not. A good way to test your ad copy is to hand it over to a potential customer. If they think it is “well written,” your ad has failed. Your goal is to get them to ask, “Can I buy this from you?” You want them to be excited and do business with you. If you have done that, your ad has succeeded.35 If they are not interested in your product or service, go back and redo your ad. Another way to test your ad is to ask yourself if your ad can be used by your competitor. If it can, start over. You want your ad to stand out from your competitor.



32



Roman, 96.



33



Vitale, 35.



34



Vitale, 38.



35



Vitale, 77.
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